FAMOC manage
& Android Enterprise
New approach to enterprise mobility

#SOLUTION

#TREND

55%

of employees use their
work phones for private
purposes

With more and more people working on the go
and work-life balance becoming increasingly blurred,
it's time to start thinking outside the office
and adopting devices and mobile apps people
love to use in their everyday lives.
for Android Enterprise

#CHALLENGES
• secure Android devices
by providing an integrated
approach to security
• separate and manage
business data and apps,
leaving private data alone
• enroll Android BYOD
and corporate owned
devices from different
manufacturers
• collect and monitor
data about Android
devices

Android Enterprise
is a game-changer,
that allows your company
to easily enroll, deliver,
update apps and manage
Android devices.
FAMOC manage, on the other hand,
is a powerful tool to secure all
of these devices, apps and data.

With Android Enterprise integration, FAMOC manage
can deliver what we always aim to achieve – manage
business data and apps while leaving private data
inviolated.
FAMOC manage for Android combines the security part
with the world’s most popular mobile platform built
for business that makes all Android devices.
The Android market includes thousands of devices
from different manufacturers around the globe and
FAMOC manage ensures that all of them are secured,
managed and supported.

MOBILIT Y MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

BYOD

(Bring Your Own Device)
- personal and business data separation
- IT control only over a separate part
- unmanaged profile for personal apps

COBO

(Corporate Owned Business Only)
- device owner mode
- entire device control
- perfect for company devices
- multiple enrollment ways

COPE

(Corporate Owned Personally Enabled)
- device owner mode
- entire device control
- perfect for company devices
- multiple enrollment ways
- personal and business data separation

COSU

(Corporate Owned Single Use)
- device for a specific purpose
- limited number of applications
controlled by the administration
- less system apps

WITH FAMO C MANAGE YOU CAN:

• D EF I NE U NIF IE D P O L ICIE S
to secure your Android devices

• USE P E R M IS SIO N-BA SE D R E M OTE SE S SION S
to access the device

• C ONTROL THE APPS
that are installed on user devices

• REMOTE LY C O NF IG UR E
email, VPN, app distribution and updates

• S U P P O RT D UA L P E RS O N A S
for all Androids

• I NTEGR ATE

connect with products that your business uses

• MONI TOR DATA

from every angle, including data and app usage for all Androids

You can learn more about FAMOC manage for Android here:
www.famoc.com/solutions/android-enterprise/

FAMOC helps companies give people what they want –
brand new shiny devices, emerging technologies
and tools necessary to make their job done.
We handle the security part, taking into account
the greatest risk that comes from within: your staff.

